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New academic progress
policy could affect student
financial aid

NSUhosts
12th annual ·
Broward
County
heart walk
Written by:
Dean Gabriel Williain.s

Wii tten by:
Dean Gabriel Williain.s

......... ....................

On Feb. 24, the Office of
Student
Financial
Assistance
announced the implementation of
the new Satisfactory Academic
Progress standards at NSU. SAP
standards are academic regulations
that students must meet in order to
receive financial aid.
The new standards were put into
place July 2011, in accordance with
federal regulations.
Eva Goldstein, coordinator of
publications and communications
for Enrollment and Student Services,
said, "It is really important for
students to understand SAP because
if a student does not meet SAP during
this academic school year, he or she
won't be eligible for financial aid in
the upcoming academic school year."
Goldstein said the major change
to SAP is . that performance in all
academic semesters and all for-credit
courses a student enrolls in will
be considered in the financial aid
eligibility process.
Additionally,
Goldstein
said all students must now meet
SAP requirements, regardless ·of
classification, that incomplete grades

=

2.0 GPA(or higher) + 61 %PMSIMG + 150 % Fincial Aid
($$$$)
COURTESY OF BLOG.UHEAA.ORG

There have been changes to the Satisfactory Academic Progress standards at NSU , which may affect students' financial aid.

On March 17, at 8 a.m., NSU
will host the annual Broward
County Heart Walk, which benefits
the American Heart Association,
the nation's oldest and largest
health organization dedicated to the
eradication of cardiovascular disease
and stroke. Event coordinators
expect 8,000 participants.
Cristy Paez, South Florida
communications
director
of
the American Heart and Stroke
Associations, said this year will be
the 12th year the Broward County
Heart Walk will take place at NSU.
Aaron Hackman, . director
of Student Leadership and Civic
Engagement, encourages students to
participate in the walk.
"NSU students can receive
SEE HEART WALK 2

SEE SAP 2

NSU develops iShark app
Written by:
Dean Gabriel Williain.s

····························
Sometime this month, the Office
of Information Technologies and
Digital Media will launch iShark,
a series of modules that streamline
several services, activities, and
events at NSU into one single online
application. The free application
will be available for download from
both the iPhone App Store and the
Android Market.
The application is a variation of
iStanford, which Stanford University
uses to learn more about services,
activities and events, including
maps, course offerings, student life
calendars and university news.
Hugo
Alvarez,
executive
director of Development and
Software support at OIT, said work
began on iShark in summer 2011
and cost approximately $60,000 to
develop. Alvarez said George L.

Hanbury II, NSU president, named
the application iShark after the
prototype was presented to him by
OIT.
"In designing iShark, it was
important that we create something
that is easy for students to use and
creates a unified university identity.
In everything we do at OIT, we try
t6 do it with Vision 2020 in mind,"
said Alvarez.
Alexzander Walker, camera
operator and video editor at Sharks
United Television, said the map
feature of the application will help
visitors and news students find their
way around campus.
"The main campus is like a
maze, but an app that is specific to
the NSU landscape would be great
to help people navigate the campus,"
said Walker.
Alvarez said the app will
SEE 1SHARK2

,-

'

The Office of Information Technologies and Digital Media will launch iShark, an application which streamlines several services, activities and events at NSU.
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will now count against a student's
financial aid eligibility and that the
pace at which a student completes
his academic program will be
monitored.
Joy Khoury, junior business
management major, said she agrees
with the new changes and hopes
it will motivate students to put
academics first.
"There are some students who
work hard and deserve financial
aid, but don't receive it, while there
are others who don't work hard
and receive financial aid. These
standards will hold all students
equally accountable," said Khoury.

ISHARK
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All students must now complete
at least 66. 7 percent of the courses
they enroll in during the academic
year. Students must also be making
progress towards the completion of
their degree, as SAP now allows for
no more than six academic year:, of
enrollment towards a program.
Cumulative GPA requirements
have also changed. Undergraduate
students must have at least a 2.0
cumulative GPA. Most professional
programs require no less than a 2.0.
However, most doctoral, masters and
specialist programs require a 3.0.
The
Office
of
Student
Financial Assistance will furnish

SAP mid-year and annual reports
for each student, which will inform
students about where they stand
with the policy.
Jose Villafuerte, senior criminal
justice major, is hesitant about the
changes to SAP and what it means
for the general student body.
"While I understand and agree
with the changes, I feel that it [might
be] a good thing to have ~--appeals
process in place for students who'ar~ ,
still adjusting to the new policy," he
said.
For more information on SAP,
visit www.nova.edu/sap.

iShark transactional, students will
be able to use the system to do more
things, such as apply for admission,
register for classes and check the
status of their financial aid," said
Alvarez.
Aaron Hackman, assistant
director of Student Leadership
and Civic Engagement, said he is
excited about the amenities that the

application will provide.
"I'm not the most tech-savvy
person, but from what I have seen
and what my colleagues have told
me about iShark, it is very userfriendly and achieves the objective
of the use of technology to make life
at NSU easier," said Hackman.

from 1

only initially provide access to
Blackboard. However, iShark will
be updated to include: the Shark
Shuttle bus schedule, more detailed
student life calendars and access to
SharkLink.
"Currently, iShark, as it will
be released, is not transactional,
meaning that students can only view
general information. Once we make

from 1

area of cardiovascular medicine.
Participation in philanthropy and
community service, in general, gives
students the opportunity to not only
educate themselves, but to advocate
for a cause and to inspire other
students to do the same," said Colon.
The American Heart Association
hopes to raise more than $700,000
this year, which it will use to
achieve its objective of eradicating
cardiovascular disease and stroke.
Students
interested
. in
participating in the walk should contact
the American Heart Association
directly at browardheartwalk.org.

SERV hours, which are community
service hours, for participation in
the Broward County Heart Walk.
However, students are advised that
'-..
theR_must register as a participant of
the walk, as we will check records
to ensure that hours are awarded
properly," said Hackman.
Jonathan
Colon, • • graduate
student in the College Student Affairs
program and graduate assistant of
External Service, said walks such
as the 'Broward County Heart Walk
make students aware of critical issues
facing the nation and the world.
"The Broward Heart Walk will
expose students to advances in the

~~
events by students, for students

March

Sunday, March 25
Pediatric cancer SK fund raiser » 7 a.m. Main Campus
Sponsored by: NSU College. of Osteopathic Medicine
Wear your PJs, donate $3 and complete a SI< to raise money for
pediatric cancer.
Contact: Gabrielle Berlinski, gb488@nova.edu

Tuesday, March 27
Girls Fight Back» 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. The Fli ght Deck
Sponsored by: Student Events and Activities Board
Free personal safety defense seminar for college students.
Seminar will provide information on: understanding violence and
when it can happen, what is intuition, ways to reduce the risk of
being victimized, examples of boundary setting.Contact:
Maria Paz Callejas, mc1183@nova.edu

Submit your student club or organization's events for the
Onshore calendar by emailing: trail@nova.edu.
Only events for students, by students accepted.
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PanSGA passes resolut~ons
that affect student clubs
"- ,,

Written by:
Dean Gabriel Williams

....................... ......

On Feb.
15, the Pan
Student Government Association
unanimously passed resolutions,
presented by the undergraduate
SGA and the student bar association
presidents, to create a procurement
card system for student organizations
and a student services fee audit and
advisory board.
If approved by the Office of
Student Activities and the vice
president of Student Affairs, the
procurement card system would
create a system where student
organizations use a debit card to
make purchases for activities and
events.
A.K. Bennett, president of the
undergraduate SGA, said student
organization members have asked
for a change from the current system,
in which student organizations must

file paperwork and, sometimes,
spend ·personal funds on their
mganization's activities and then be
reimbursed by the university.
''While university administration
has not warmed to the idea of
procurement cards, this is a recurring
request from student organizations,
and we will continue to advocate
for it. We are using a 20th Century
payment system in ?012, and its
hindering student life," he said.
The procurement card resolution
cited examples of procurement
card systems at institutions at
Duke, University of Miami and
Boston College, and called for the
establishment of a pilot program.
The resolution in support of
a student services fee audit and
advisory board calls for the creation
of a board of students, faculty and
student affairs administrators, who
will audit the student services fee

News
Briefs
.,,.

·,

and provide recommendations to
university administrators oil the
allocation of the portion of the
student services fee that PanSGA
does not allocate.
In the current system, students
do not have a direct impact on the
allocation of the collective student
services fee. There is also no annual
audit on the allocation of the fee, nor
any report published for the NSU
community.
The resolution proposes that
the advisory board will be made up
of a student-majority. Additionally,
the board must have undergraduate
and graduate representatives from
at least 50 per.cent of NSU's schools
and colleges, but will not consist of
PanSGA members.
Bennett said a proposal for
the structure of the board will be
presented at the March PanSGA
meeting.

- , - "The student services fee is a
student fee, and that student input
is essential in determining how that
fee is divided. I believe that this
board, as proposed, will provide
awareness and influence regarding
the allocation of the student services
fee in future years," said Bennett.
Approval for the board must
come from the university's board of
trustees.
Brad Williams, vice president
of Student Affairs, said PanSGA's
efforts this year have benefited the
student body.
"I am proud of and appreciate
the professionalism that student
leaders
within
PanSGA
are
representing the needs and concerns
of students at all programs at NSU.
This is the most active PanSGA has
been in our university's history, and
because of it, the student voice has
been str_ong," said Williams.

NSU alum dies in car accident
overseas
2010 NSU alum, Nichelle
Farrington, 24, died in a head-on
collision in the Turks and Caicos Islands on Feb. 26. Farrington graduated with a bachelor's
degree in communication studies
and completed an internship
at NBC 6 Miami. · She recently
returned to her home country,
Turks and Caicos, where she
started a job training reporters
at a local TV station. She had
written and published two books
before her death. The cause of the
accident is being investigated by
Turks and Caicos police.

Trey Songz performs at NSU
R&B
singer Trey
Songz
will perform at the Don Taft
University Center Arena on
March 17 at 7 p.m. Tickets can
be purchased at the NSU Arena
Box Office or by calling (954)
262-5557. Prices range from
$20-$50. For more information
email nsuarena@nova.edu.

NSU summer crew has job
opportunities

Have something to say? Write a Letter to the Editor:
nsunews@nova.edu
Grand Opening Special!
Valid only with your Nova 10

5780 s. University Dr. Suite 106. Davie, Fl 33328
Ph: 954-880-0840

Tropical Smoothie Cafe

5780 S. University Dr. Suite106, Davie FL 33328 'Ph: 954-880-0840 (At the Super Target Plaza) hUJ>:I/Fl.183.TropicaiSm®thle:com

Mon-fr! 7am to 9pm / Sa19am to 91tm / Sun 9am,to 61)111

.

.

-

.

Fini! us or«i : TropicalSmoot!)lecareoav1e

That's right.
Get excited.
We're online: nsucurrent.nova.edu

NSU is offering students a way
to earn money over the summer,
through Summer Crew, a group
of student staff that set up and
prepare for visiting camps and
conferences.
Feb. · 27-March
23, students may complete the
Summer Crew online application.
To view the application, go to
www.nova.edu/reslife/forms/
summer_crew_application. pdf.
Students will receive a $1,500
stipend, a free single room in
either Goodwin residence hall
or The Commons residence hall
and a $500 declining balance
meal plan. For more information
contact the Office of Resident
Life at (954) 262-7052.

NSU Accounting dub and
Northwestern Mutual present
internship program
On March 13, North Western
Mutual will present their TOP
TEN internship programs and
various opportunities within their
company to NSU students. The
event will take place at 8:30 p.m.
in the Carl DeSanits building,
room 1048. Students interested
in attending are encouraged
RSVP to Khristopher Fernandez,
president of the Accounting
Club, by ;March 9. To RSVP and
for more information contact
Fernandez at khristop@nova.
edu.

Texting-while-driving
ban
approved by Florida budget
committee

*
*

On Feb. 22, Florida's Budget
Committee 11I1animously approved
Bill 416, which makes textingwhile-driving a secondary offense.
The statewide ban could go into
effect on Oct. 1 if passed on the
senate floor. According to news
reports, 71 percent of Florida
voters are in favor of a texting
ban. However, many think
Bill 416 will stall like Florida
House of Representatives Bill
HB 299, which attempted to
prohibit operation of a motor
vehicle while using a wireless
communication device.

Speeding
Stop Signs

The Ticket Eagle guarantees you
NO POINTS on your licence or
we refund your money! • NO
DRIVING SCHOOL and NO COURT

NSU, come home.

nsucu rrent.nova.edu

~
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT= CHARLES ZELOEN
..
1!J:
Alyssa Sterkel
..... ... ..........................
Written

When you walk into Charles Zelden's

he got his Ph.D., did not have a law school.
Luckily for Zelden, he found a job -

not an

easy thing for a legal historian with only a
Ph.D. -

legal history, the judicial process and voting

·- ,

rights. He believes history is irnp~rtant ~ecause
.....

it's the story of us .

at NSU.

"It's the world's greatest soap opera. It's

office, professor in the Farquhar College of

Zelden arrived at NSU in the summer of

Arts and Sciences, you walk into his laboratory.

1993 ( and yes, the freshmen he teaches were born

sum total of our past actions -

No, there are no microscopes, beakers or scales.

around the same time he came here). He enjoys

as a people, as a community and as a world. If

There are books -

his form of equipment.

how we came to be the way we are. We are the
as individuals,

teaching at NSU because he has the freedom to

you don 't understand that, you'll have trouble

"My office is no different from the guys

teach what he wants and enjoys being a part of an

understanding who we are today," he said.

in the labs across the hall with their thousands

interdisciplinary division. He has also been able to

of dollars worth of equipment. I've spent

watch the evolution of the school.

However, Zelden is not only an educator
for students, but the South Florida community as

over a thousand dollars on these books-

Zelden said, "Seeing the growth and

the equipment that I use. This is where the

evolution of the university has made it a great

NBC 6 and CBS 4, have Zelden on the show as

information is that I need," he said.

place to be. When I first came here there were

an expert in politics. He enjoys it because it's an
outgrowth of what he does in a classroom.

well. Since 2000, many local news stations, like

Zelden also said owning hundreds of

300 day and about 1,000 night undergraduate

books is part of the job. He said you don't

students for the whole university. Look where

''When I'm on camera, I'm trying to

become a historian if you don't love books and

we are now. It's been fun to watch. The merger

educate people about the topic and explain

he has loved history books since he was young.

with Southeastern [in 1994] took us off into a

how it's working, how it's supposed to work

In middle school, he was the student who had

new and good direction."

and explain the structure of it. That's what I do

his history textbook read by the end of the third
week of class.

He also enjoys the small class sizes
and small programs because he gets to have

in class. I also like the challenge of educating
people who I can't see," he said.

"I went to college knowing I was going

many repeat students. He said he can see

Zelden still has no idea how he became

to be a history major. It was a given. It's the

in his students' eyes if they're grasping the

an expert on politics, appearing on news stations

thing I loved the most," he said.

coursework or not.

and giving quotes to the Sun-Sentinel, but he

Though he knew he wanted to major

"In a big lecture hall it's a one man

in history, he did not predict he would be a

show. I can give entertaining lectures, but that's

historian. Zelden planned on attending law

not teaching. Teaching is interactive. I try to

He said, "NBC has had me on live for the

school. He later decided it was history he loved

teach as many of my classes as interactive as

past couple of election nights. I enjoy it. They

so he pursued legal history as a compromise

possible. It makes for a fun learning process.

call and I make myself as available as I can. It's

between law and history. He applied for dual

The_whole idea is to have fun at this," he said.

admit programs, but Rice University, where

enjoys it. He enjoys analyzing what is going on
and communicating that to a larger audience.

one of those things that just sort of happened."

COURTESY OF C. ZELDEN

Charles Zelden, professor in the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences, is more than an educator in the
classroom. He appears on local news stations to help educate South Florida about politics.

Zelden teaches courses about American

7)iary o-La stu.dent who ·helped
Did you know?
children living with HIV in Peru Facts about March
Written

1!J:

Tt'ritten

Belinda Collias
Belina Collias is a second-year student
in the Osteopathic Medicine program (OMS-II).

following morning with one of our physician
preceptors and another classmate.

She is originally from Burlington, Vt., a former

We were pleasantly surprised to discover

Peace Corps Volunteer in Lesotho, Africa and

that the conditions were not nearly as dismal

founder of the non-pro~t organization The

as we had been told. On the contrary, we were

MOSA Project. She is currently president of

warmly greeted by Carmen Minga, a nurse who

NSU-COM's International Medical Outreach

lives full time with 11 HIV-positive orphans and

Club. Her interests include international travel

has devoted her entire life to maintaining a safe,

and volunteerism, social justice, human rights

loving home called Asociaci6n Por La Vida to

activism and public health.

keep them alive and healthy. In addition, she

This past December, I had an eye-

and a few helpers provide outreach and aid to

opening experience as a participant of the

more than 50 families affected by HIV in the

NSU-COM's medical outreach trip to Peru.

surrounding communities with the meager

As medical students in the United States, we

resources they obtain through donations.

have been taught about HIV/AIDS with much

The attitude we first encountered at the

emphasis on the specialized care and sensitivity

clinic, however, was an accurate representation

that these patients require. While many of us

of

the

COURTESY OF BELINDA COLUAS

·were aware that disparities exist across the

government, feel about HIV/AIDS. The stigma

Belinda Collias traveled to Peru during her winter
break to bring aid and medicine to people in need.

globe in regards to the HIV pandemic, th_e

and discrimination bred from fear, Carmen

attitude we encountered in Peru towards the

told us, was what constantly hindered her

goodbyes at the door, 5-year-old Meily grabbed

disease was shocking.

from serving the local HIV community and

my hand and asked if I could come back to play
with her tomorrow. As her hopeful eyes gazed

how

most

Peruvians,

including

COURTESY OF WWW.~REAKINGNEWS.COM

Make sure you wear green this St. Patrick's Day -

When we arrived to voluntee_r at the local

the 11 children in her care to the best of her

clinic, which serves an impoverished region in

ability. Although the government does provide

up at me, I turned and looked into Carmen's,

the northwest of the country, we met friendly

basic anti-retroviral treatment, other fonns of

which

health care workers who were eager to get

assistance are extremely limited and especially

question .. .is there anything you can do to help

to know us, and asked what kind of doctors

difficult for the poor to access. With tears in her

them?

we· wanted to be; but when I mentioned that

eyes, Carmen told us of an incident in which

Asociaci6n Por La Vida is a small,

my goal was to specialize in HIV care, their

doctors from the community hospital turned

grass-roots organization that operates purely

were

silently

asking

a

different

demeanor instantly changed. They insisted that

her away in the middle of the night when she

on donations and tries against all odds to

disease was not at all common in their country.

went to seek emergent care for one of the kids,

provide what we consider to be the standard

It was something that was greatly feared and

because people with HIV are not allowed to be

care to young HIV-patients in a society that has

rarely discussed.

near the other patients.

severely marginalized them. The NSU-COM

Later that day, one of the nurses pulled

"We have to do it all on our own," she

medical outreach team that volunteered in

me aside privately and told me that she knew of

said with despair. "This house becomes their

Peru greatly supports their mission and will be

an orphanage not far from our work site, where

hospital when they get sick, so I do whatever

establishing a sponsorship program by which

children with AIDS had been quarantined by

I can to keep basic supplies and medicine on

you can "adopt" an orphan living with the HIV

the government and, in essence, sent to die. If I

the shelf with the little I receive in donations.

virus and help support them through a one-time

wanted to visit, she said, she would take me, but

Sometimes this comes at the expense of the

or continuous contribution. You can contact me

it would have to be kept a secret because she

children's daily meals."

at blaidley@gmail.com or call 802-343-6169

could potentially lose her job for associating

We spent the entire day at the orphanage

Her description sent chills

playing with the kids and giving each of them

down my spine, but I went to the orphanage the

a thorough physical exam. As we said our

with that place.

ry:

Alyssa Sterkel

for more information.

Happy St. Patty's Day Month.
March is known for spreading Irish
cheer and wearing lots of green, but
it is more than just throwing a party
on the 17th. Here are some facts you
didn't know about the rri'onth of March.
March was originally the
first month of the Roman calendar
and was named after Mars, the
god of war. After the switch to the
Gregorian calendar in 1752, January
became the start of the new year.
The English football league was
formed on March 22, 1888. Goal
nets were used ,for the first time in
English football on March 23, 1891.
And Coca-Cola was introduced on
March 29, 1886. For all you love
birds, the Eiffel Tower was opened
in Paris on March 31, 1889.
For those born in March, their
birthstone is Aquamarine and the
two March zodiac signs are Pisces
and Aries. The birth flower for
March is the daffodil, and daffodils

oth~rwise you'll get pinched.

·

symbolize chivalry, respect, modesty
and faithfulness.
~
Holidays celebrated in March
include Mardi Gras, Ash Wednesday,
St. Patrick's Day, Good Friday and
sometimes Easter (but not this year).
March is national Women's
History Month, National Reading
Month, and American · Dietetic
Association
National
Nutrition
Month (say that five times fast).
Now, for all you tweens at heart,
Justin Bieber and Ke$ha celebrated
their birthday on March 1. Dr. Seuss
was born on March 2. Chuck Norris was
born on March 10 and Clyde Barrow
was born on March 24. Also, today is
Shaquille O'Neal, Alan Greenspan, and
Tom Arnold's birthday.
Lastly, the Hunger Garnes
movie will be released on March 23.
At midnight, crowds of people will
fill movie theatres dressed in fighting
garb - and I will be one of them.
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St, Patrfck~~a~,rscipsb
Written by:

Homsmads
Shamrock. Shal(s

Combssf a}1d Cabbags

Alyssa Sterkel

(www.a1Jrecip1es;com)
It's rare that the U.S. celebrates an

Yie)d: 4 servings

(courtesy of browneyesbaker.com)

international holiday dedicated to a specific

Ready in: 2 hours 35 minutes

Yield: 2 shakes

culture and country. St. Patrick's Day is only 11

~,lbs corned beef brisket \\-ith spice packet

Ready in: 5 minutes

days away and it's time to start thinking about

10 sinall red potatoes ·

3 cups of vanilla ice cream

how you can immerse yourself in Irish culture

5 carr~

for a day (or how much green you can wear in

1 large h~~hfuige ~-tit into small wedges

,.

e~led ~d

tut~~ 3-inch' pieces

l ',,\ cups whole milk

',,\ teaspoon mint extract

one day). One way to immerse yourself in a
culture is with food. Below are food and drink

.,

Combine all ingredients in a blender until

,th and blended. Divide between two glasses,

top wilji whipped cream and enjoy.

Iribh

Slice meat acioss the grain and serve.

(courtesy of www.food.com)
Yield: 8 servings

\

131ack. al1dlal1

Itlt~h~Soda 13rsad
small bowl, blend eggs, buttermilk and sour cream. Stir the liquid
mixture into the flour mixture j~ until flour is moistened. Knead
dough in a bowl about 10 to 12 stro~ . Dough will be sticky. Place
the dough in the pan and,pat down. Gut .) four, % inch deep slight into

Cook pudding with

rnil.lt:whiskey, ·and

the top of the bread. Dust with reserved ·~our. Bake in the oven for

\O b!lbble

(courtesy of allrecipes,com)
~

Yield: 8 s~rvings
.

I;,\

Ready im 1 hour 25 minutes
'h cup w~i.te

sugaf

,4·cups all-purpose flow,

lt tsp. baking powde~·

3 cups raisins
1 tbsp. caraway seeds

on top and the lager beer on the bottom.

2 eggs, lightly beaten
114 cups buttermilk

1 cup sour cream

COURTESY OF WWW.LANDOLAKES.COM

COURTESY OF WWW.LANDOLAKES.COM

Interested in running for office
in Student Government?

Written by:

Dean Gabriel Williams
The Office of Student Activities
recently released the 2012 NSU
student government assocrattons
elections candidacy packet, a 12page application that undergraduate
students must submit in order to get
on the ballot in time for undergraduate
SGA elections, which begin April
9. Below are 12 things you need to
know that will make submitting your
packet easy and seamless.

1. An application can be picked up
in the Office of Student Activities.
The application deadline is March
30 at 4 p.m., and is due to the Office
of Student Activities.

2. Potential undergraduate SGA
candidates must have a cumulative
GPA of at least a 2.3 to run for office.

Rosenthal 204, March 29 at 12 p.m. in
Rosenthal 200, or March 29 at 5 p.m.
in Rosenthal 204.

4.

Potential candidates must have
100 signatures from undergraduate
students, and must include a copy of
their driver's license and/or student ID
with their application.

5. Pages 7 and 8 of the application
are recommendation forms that must
be completed by someone who you
are familiar with and who can speak
on your behalf regarding your work
ethic. The individuals completing
your recommendation forms must
submit them in a sealed envelope
to the Office of Student Affairs,
attention: Andrea Kovachy, no later
than March 13 at 4 p.m.

6. A political ticket is a single
3. Potential candidates must attend
one of the following information
sessions: March 26 at 12 p.m. in
Rosenthal 204, March 28 at 5 p.m. in

election choice that, if selected,
will fill multiple seats in the
undergraduate SGA. Students who
would like to run for the positions
of president, vice president

of legislative affairs and vice
president of judicial affairs must
run on tickets, which are called
executive board tickets. Each ticket
must submit their applications
together in one sealed packet
marked confidential. Each ticket
will also be required to have an
interview with Andrea .Kovachy,
-director of student activities on
April 3. For more information on
the interview, you may contact
Kovachy at ag1376@nova.edu.

7. Candidates for the following
positions must complete the 2012
NSUSGA Elections Packet, but will
be appointed by the newly elected
president and vice presidents after
NSUSGA elections. The positions
available include: treasurer (1), public
relations (1), organizational standards
board (4), campus entertainment
director (1), executive secretary (1),
and freshman senator (2).

8. Candidates
Organizations

for
Council

Intersenate

positions must complete the 2012
NSUSGA Elections Packet, but are
appointed at the IOC Meeting on
April 14. Candidates for fraternal and
sorority senate must complete the
2012 NSUSGA Elections Packet, but
are appointed by the presidents of the
fraternities and sororities on campus.
.,

9. The following senators are
elected by the respective members
of the undergraduate student body:
international (2), commuter (3),
non-traditional (1), minority (2),
and residential (2). Senators may
run independently or as part of a
ticket. Senators who decide to run
as part of a ticket must submit their
applications together in one sealed
envelope marked confidential.

10. Any and all campaign materials
- including, but not limited to, posters,
flyers, websites, chalk drawings,
balloons, T-shirts, social media posting
and anything else that can be used
to promote the candidate - must be
submitted to the NSUSGA Elections

Commission for approval before use . .

11. Candidates for senate positions
are reimbursed for the first $50 they
spend on their campaigns, pending "
submission of itemized receipts for
campaign expenses. Executive Board
Tickets receive $200 towards their
campaign. Any candidate who ·spends
money for campaigning must submit
their expenditures no later than April
13 to the Office of Student Activities,
attention: Andrea Kovachy
12. NSUSGA elections will take
place April 9-April 12. The Elections
Party, where the results of elections
are announced, will take place on
April 13 at 12 p.m. in the Flight Deck.
For any additional questions about
the NSUSGA elections process,
contact the following Elections
Commission members: Nathalie
Cruz, nc466@nova.edu; Carolina
Cabrera, cc1530@nova.edu; Matt
Bartnick, mb216l@nova.edu; and
Phillip Williams, pw337@nova.edu.
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Track and field
looks to carry last
'
season s momentuni.',,
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ON THE BENCH
'

Commentary by:
Kevin Preciado

It's the ~same old song

for LeBron

Written by:
Kevin Preciado
Last year was a historical season
for NSU track and field. Between the
men and women, there were seven
All-Americans, four individuals
who qualified for nationals and the
women were ranked in the top 25 for
the first time in program history.
Head coach, Bryan Hagopian,
was very excited for this season to
start. The team did lose four AllAmericans to graduation. However,
Hagopian recruited 22 freshmen
between the two teams and hopes
they'll make the program stronger.
He said he recruited individuals who
had a drive and were leaders.
"We're looking strong," said
Hagopian. "We have some new faces
on the team. We did lose some key
people, but we've got some new kids
coming in and I think they're going
to make a big difference."
Vanessa Munley, freshman
pole-vaulter, has been pole-vaulting
since her freshman year of high
school. She said her goal for the
upcoming season is to beat her
personal record, and she is glad she
chose to be at NSU.
"My brother's here. He's one
year older than me, and I came to visit
I ran into the coach, and he told me a

-'"'

/

--"' ~
COURTESY OF BALLISUFE.COM

Despite scoring 36 points, Lebron stiil drew criticism for his last minute stumble .

lot about [the program]. The facilities
are beautiful here, I met the track team,
and I loved it," said Munley.
Junior sprinter, Jessica Osteen,
was an All-American last season and
a member of one of the relay teams
that qualified for nationals. Osteen
said she enjoyed the experience and
hopes to qualify again this season.
· "It was awesome. It was
different. We wanted to put the
team on the map. It was a good
experience," she said.
Hagopian not only coaches
track and field, but cross country as
well.
"I was a distance runner, so I
like cross country, but for me track
and field is more exciting, because
there's more going on and you can

interact [with the athletes during the
events]," said Hagopian.
Hagopian said the goal for both
teams is to finish with a higher ranking
this season, and he wants to see more
individuals qualify for nationals.
"[For the women's team],
I'm hoping that we'll double that
individual one. I hope we have about
eight to 10 individual events and
hopefully both of our relay teams.
On the guys' side, we [have] two
[relay] teams and they both look
good, so we might have a couple
of men's relay teams in there which
would be the first time in school
history," said Hagopian.
The season began on March 2,
and the NCAA Championships will
start on May 24.

LeBron James is certainly
"The Chosen One" when it comes
to receiving criticism. This guy
could end world hunger, poverty
and invent a time machine, and yet
people would still find a reason to
hate him. The outpour of hatred from
fans following the All-Star game on
Feb. 26 provided clear evidence of
that.
It's pretty pathetic that we
live in a world where the best
player in the NBA is bashed for his
performance in an exhibition game.
This isn't the NBA Finals folks. This
is a meaningless exhibition game.
"LeBron
didn't
shoot."
"LeBron turned it over." Who cares?
Can we please leave the man alone?
By the way, for those who made fun
of LeBron, please remember he did

score 36 points in the game. Yeah,
36 points in a game is pretty terrible
(sarcasm).
I honestly find the hatred and
venom towards LeBron mindboggling. Unless you're from
Cleveland, I really don't understand
why you would genuinely dislike the
man. Other than the ill conceived
"Decision," what has he done that
warrants such hatred? He's been a
model citizen on and off the court
since he's entered the league.
You'd think that an exhibition
game designed to entertain the fans
would give LeBron a reprieve from
his daily criticism, but I guess that's
asking for too much. A game that was
supposed to be fun for LeBron ended
up being just another nightmare.

Special Olympics Broward County
seeks NSU student volunteers
Written by:
.Kevin
Preciado
...................
...
During the spring, Special
Olympics Broward County will
be reaching out to NSU student
organizations about volunteering for
Sallarulo's Race for Champions. The
race was founded by Paul, Samantha
and Patrick Sallarulo as a fundraiser
· for Special Olympics in 2006, and
has become an annual event.
Although the event will not
take place until Nov. 10, SOBC
will be recruiting NSU students
and members of the community
during the spring to form teams
with their athletes.
Valerie Vitale, race manager for
the event, said she hopes to have more
than 2,000 participants this year. Vitale
said the greatest part of this event is
the community has the opportunity to
interact with the athletes.
"We have a really special
relationship with NSU, which is why
the race will be here and always be

Founders of the race, Patrick and Paul Sallarulo with Special Olympics athlete Kerri Lynn Leonardo.

here," said Vitale. "We really want to
build a relationship with the students
and our athletes this year to give
them an opportunity to get to know
each other."
Special Olympics athlete, Kerri
Lynn Leonardo, competes in basketball,
volleyball, swimming, skiing, surfing

and bowling. She said Special Olympics
is important to her because it gives her
a chance to play sports and has helped
her make new friends. She said having
more people at the event would help
Special Olympics.
"It helps Special Olympics if
you come out and support it, and

COURTESY OF VALERIE VITALE

you'll get to meet all the athletes and
it will change your life a little bit,"
said Leonardo.
Vitale said she hopes the event
will raise more than half a million
dollars and she wants the race to
be an event the community looks
forward to every year. This year's

race }\'ill also have the inaugural
Carnival of Champions. The carnival
will feature games and free food.
4"The inaugural Carnival of
Champions is really exciting," said
Vitale. "It's a time after the race
when both people with and without
disabilities can hang out and celebrate."
Sallarulo's Race for Champions
is a SK race and it costs $25 to
participate. However, it is $10 for
NSU students. Vitale said she would
love to see more NSU students
involved this year.
"We would definitely love any
students or student groups to reach
out to Special Olympics or to me
specifically about forming teams,"
said Vitale. "We're looking for teams
to come out and support. If you're
interested in helping us organize the
race or participate in the race, we'd
. love t(! hear from you."
For more information, email
Vitale at valerievitaleinc@gmail.com.
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Swimming
and diving
ready for
nationals

WOMEAJ'5
8A5KfT8Al-lWith sophomore guard,
Jessica Russi's monster
performance, the team
defeated Eckerd, 72-56, in
the 1st round of the SSC
tournament on Feb. 29.
Russi had 21 points and
15 rebounds.

Written by:

Kevin Preciado

MEAJ'5 8A5KfT8Al-l-

COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Erin Black is one of seven women who qualified for Nationals.

On Feb. 18, both the men's
and women's swimming and diving
teams celebrated a conference
championship. Both teams led from
da):' ?ne of the meet and were abl~ to
hold off the opposition for victories.
With conference championships under
their belts, both teams are focused for
nationals, which are scheduled to take
place March 14-18.
Head coach, Hollie BonewitCron, was proud of both teams'
performances at the conference
championship.
"Watching both teams accept
their trophies at the end of the meet
[made me proud]. It is always about
the process of getting to the end result,
and I was proud of how hard our
swimmers worked this season, fought
through the hard training, and could
now see the end result of all of that,"

she said.
,
Senior swimmer, Ash Dougan,
said
this
season's
conference
championship was great because both
teams came away with victories.
"It was great, espedally having
the girls win too. To see the team come
from what we had last year to the large
successful team we have this year was
amazing," he said.
This year, 12 men and seven
women will be representing NSU at
nationals. Bonewit-Cron said she's
very excited to see her swimmers
compete at the national level.
"I hope we are faster in all of our
events and we place higher in the team
standings," she said. "We have double
the men from last year and almost
quadruple the women, so it will be
exciting to see how they perform and
how they take on the challenges."

Channel96
that's all you
need to know.

The team's season came to an end after falling in
the 1st round of the SSC tournament to Saint Leo,
57-62, on Feb. 29. Senior center, Robert Huntington, led the team with 15 points.

8A5E8Al-L

The team improved its recora to 8-2 when it
defeated Barry University on Feb. 28. Senior
outfielder, AJ. Regoli, hit a walk-off home run to
secure a 10-8 victory.
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Written by:

.•

Tyler Conti

...... .........
The last few months of 2011
introduced some of the best video
games in recent history with
blockbusters like Skyrirn, Battlefield
3, Modem Warfare 3'aoo 'Assassin!s
Creed: Revelations selling rrilllions of
copies each. But the video game lineup
for 2012 hotds several titles of equal
caliber that are a'ntip.I?ated to give 2011
a run for its money.

Soulcalibur v
Jan.31
TI_ie latest entry in the popular
Japanese fighting game continues the
story of its previous en!fY, '$oul Calibur
IV, as well as introduces a series of
new and guest characters, such as Ezio
from the Assassin's Creed series. The
game boasts a robust character creation
feature that allows the player to create
any sort of character imaginable. The
game also allows players to fight each
other locally or in an online platform.

of the critically acclaimed Rise of
Nations, have created an RPG with a
story written by the distinguished fantasy
writer R. A. Salvatore. The gameplay
combines aspects of traditional RPGs,
where_players level up their characters
and ,i;,onvet)le with various NPCs (nonplayer characters) in the game world,
and action games that feature vig9rous,
nonruilly bloody, combat.

PlayStation Vita
Feb.22
The PlayStation Vita is Sony's latest
entry into the handheld gaming
platform. It launches with more
than 20 titles, including Uncharted:
Golden Abyss and FIFA Soccer,"and
a price tag of approximately $250.
Additionally, social networking apps
such as Facebook, Twitter and Skype
will be available to download for
free . For Taco Bell patrons, there is
an opportunity to win a PlayStation
Vita with the ,purchase of a Big Box
meal.

Kingdoms : -0f \. Anialur:
Reckoni·ng
Feb. 7

Mass Effect 3
March 6

A role-playing game by
developer Big Huge Games, creators

The final game in the Mass
Effect trilogy, but probably not the

0

last game in the Mass Effect universe,
on online distributers such as Steam
sees Commander Shepard's-~turn to
and GameStop. However, the game
Earth to fend off the Reaper invasioo._ requires a copy of Total War: Shogun
Throughout the game the player will ' ' 2 to play.
visit tl\e home planets of the, game's
Far Cry 3 and Borderlands 2
majo~ races for the fi~st tirtie. The
gamep}ay cpntinues the.._ ,combat
September
A spiritual successor to Far Cry
system of the fi.Tst game, where the
2, Far Cry 3 sees the series return to
playe.r basically moves from cover to
cover, shooting everything along the
its tropical roots with a setting in an
way. T.he rolep~~ying aspect, which
island inhabited by mentally unstable
was dirninishea in the second game,
mercenaries. The sequel casts· the
has returned with the inclusion of
player as a member in another group
•.
skill trees. The game is currently
of vault hunters. The originat games
boasted of "bazillions of guns" and
available ior pre-order at most retail
locatiQns for $60.
carries over in the upcoming releases
with new, but familiar, claims of
unprecedented amounts of firepower. .
TQtal war: Shogun 2
March 23
Both these games are expected to b,e
released sometime in September.
The latest expansion in the
popular Total War series, famous
for its historical settings and
Assassin's Creed 3
Oct.30
huge battles, allows the player to
experience Japan's history through
The latest entcy in the Assassin's
the Meiji restoration. Tlie game's · Creed series will introduce a new
setting makes it the most modern
ass!ls~in and a new historical tim~
Total War game to-date ·with its
perio~ for players to ·explore, ip
armies
using
semi:automatic
additib» to completing the . game's
weapons, Gatling guns and steelstoty arch that's extended though all
games in the series. There's been little
plated naval vessels patrolling the
seas. The price at release will be $30
information released about the game,

.

...

,

aside from the date of Oct. 30. Those
interested should keep their eyes and
ears open for more information as
the drop date approaches.

Call of Duty
2012
Expect a new Call of Duty
at some point in 2012. If tradition
holds, it will be released sometime
in r:,iovember. It is suspected that
this game "will be a sequel to the
,oestselifo g game of all time; Call of
· Duty: Blac;k Ops. These reports of
a 2012 release have recently been
confirmed by Activision, creators of
Call of Duty. Expect the game to cost
$60 at release with special editions
ranging well over $100.

Unconfirmed for 2012
Will they make it?
There are upcoming games that
don.' t ' have release dates that may
or may not he released in 2012.
Kingdom Hearts 3D: Dream Drop
Pistance, Halo
Diablo 3, Guild
Wars 2 ~nd several other titles might
arrive on' store shelves at some point
in 2012, but of course, it's all subject
to the developers and publishers.

t•

•
•
'' yet.?
Are you ''p1nn1ng
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
I don't get giddy about many
things (OK, maybe that's a lie), but
one website I am over the moon
about is Pinterest.com. Before I go
to bed and before I get up in the
morning I check Pinterest. This is
because Pinterest has changed my
life - and it is sure to change yours.
Pinterest is a website where
you create virtual pinboards to
share your favorite things. Once you
are invited (yes, it's an exclusive
club), you can rename and create
as many pinboards as your heart
desires. These pinboards can range
from exercising tips to food ideas to
crafts. For example, I have a tattoo
idea pinboard, a crafty pinboard and
a wedding pinboard.
Once you create your pinboards, ·
you simply start pinning. You can
either pin pictures from friends you
follow or from all the pins the site
has. This is why Pinterest is a social
media site. You can follow friends or
anyone on Pinterest, and repin, like
or comment on their pins.
However, if your friends aren't
pinning what you're looking for, you
can click on the "Everything" or
"Popular" tabs and search through

I

<p~

0..

Search

Add +

About •

~

Alyssa •

ihHitJlll§uti

Pinners you follow Everything • Videos Popular Gifts •

Recent activity
~ Kayla Lamarre and 1 other
>

A

likedyourpin.
11 ~~1 ..-$ .1 ge

~ Zhanee Bruno and 39 others
;. i

repinned your pin.
12 Mi.:rs 3.!!0
Bak~ Creamy Chicken Taquitos

-~ Gabrielle Fitzgibbon repinned

t.:'::i yo ur pin.

i<;!\('l·,B :;;ye

1§111

•

sarah Meyer liked y our pin.
~ 2.: ncuf;3cgo
,._~
~

Precious Gualuen ,:p!r
Things to feed Tommy

Sllrah Meyer liked your pin.
W'inter newborn . lov e love love:

'.:l"'Cuf£!i9;)

S~eph Rabbat repinne-d your
•

ii

pin.
: .;: '."!;~).ir J ll!J]

Chocolate Chip Co.Okie Dough

CRISPY Sweet Potato Fries

Cheesecake Bars

Jaclyn Louise .and 5 others
repinned your pin .
1

:Ja· :lC;O

Kl Chelsea Blais

... ~ysa.:;o

Chrissie Kimble is now
L..\ .., following your pins.

:: j,11s.1.;c

•a Trina

t\811tl

....

_.,.,.,...~
. ,.,.

..

g~JO,,lt,,,.osfOt.!lt.• ~

f,ro·~ .~

recipe or just a super cool picture,
you can simply use the "pin it"
feature and have it sent to one of your
pinboards. The space it takes up on
your bookmarks bar is well deserved,
trust me.
Also, if you took an amazing
picture, cooked a delicious meal
or made a cool craft, you can take
a picture of it and pin it on your

4,

COURTESY OF A_ STERKEL

Pinterest makes it easy to repin, comment and like other people's pins.

all of the Pinterest categories. Or,
you can type something in the sec!Ich
category and hope what you desire
pops up.
If all else fails, Pinterest has
also created a "Pin It" button that
you can add to your bookmarks bar
which makes gathering ideas that
much easier. If you're surfing the
Internet .and stumble upon a craft,

~

P.ascale De Groof ..111:1

Photograpti~·: Tips. J n cks &
Ins pirat ion

..... Porter r.nr, Food

1,,.~
•

tadashi miura liked your pin.

Precious Gualtieri Jfl~c
Things to Feed Tommy

Lauren A u ngemma

pinboard to share with y9uf friends and
followers. This is how Pinterest stays
afloat. People don't just pin things
found from the World WuleWe6; they
actually create and share their ideas
with every member on the site.
Oh, did I mention Pinterest has
an app? You can take Pinterest with
you wherever you go. Android and
iPhone users can download the app

ADVERTISE WITH A CLASSIFIED.
THECURRENTAD@NOVA.EDU

954.262.8455

and begin experiencing pin-fever in
matter of seconds.
To put it simply, Pinterest makes
the un-craftiest person crafty and the
most unorganized person organized.
You will find great ideas for gifts,
decorations and recipes. Soon you'll
be caught saying, "I got the idea from
Pinterest!"
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Mastering the ~ndle:
How to get a bang for your buck
,, ,,

Wiitten by:
Victoria RajkUinar
Love to read? How about
getting a good read on the cheap,
better yet, for free? If you have an
Amazon Kindle, you're in luck.
If you don't, well, I suggest you
invest in one. Fast. Here are some
exciting eBooks that will keep you
entertained:
(If you're an undercover
bookworm, .be sure to download
the Kindle app, available for iPhone
and Android, to read your collection
on the go!)

FREE
Grab all of the classics without
dropping a penny:
"The Divine Comedy" by Dante
Alighieri
"Emma" by Jane Austen
"Alice in Wonderland/Through
the Looking Glass" by Lewis
·carroll
"Madame Bovary" by Gustave
Flaubert
"The Scarlet Letter" by Nathaniel
Hawthorne
"The Raven" by Edgar Allan Poe
"Frankenstein" by Mary Shelley

"The Art of War" by Sun Tzu
"The War of the Worlds" by H.G.
Wells
"Treasure Island" by Robert
Louis Stevenson
''The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes" by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle

"Switched" (Trylle Trilogy: Book 1)
by Amanda Hocking
A young girl discovers that she
actually belongs to a secret, magical
society, which she must learn to adapt
to.
"The Sway of Disaster" by Mikael
Aizen
A software engineer, who
doesn't have much going for him,
fantasizes about being in a disaster
like those actors in the disaster
movies he loves. He uses movies as
an escape from his reality, until, a
real disaster happens that changes his
'life in ways he could never imagine.

These are just a few of
the many classical novels you
can acquire within seconds of
clicking a button. How can you
pass this up? Oh, that's right. You
can't.

Discover new authors:
"Sloppy Seconds: The Tucker
Max Leftovers" by Tucker Max
Raunchy author Tucker
Max details anecdotal stories
from
his
life
involving
drunken nights, outrageous
sexual encounters, a Muslim
wedding, a bullhorn and his
rendezvous with hilarity. This
book is .obscene, hilarious and
worth a read. You're certain
to enter Max's drunken reality
with very little incentive to
leave.

''The Frozen Sky" by Jeff Carlson
The Frozen Sky takes Or}
the genre of hard science fiction.
Readers will take a journey to the
moon of Jupiter, Europa, where there
are frozen seas and oceans, but
beneath the possibility of alien life.

Kindle not only lightens the load on your wallet but on your back as well.

"Re: union" by Eric Liu
Explore the meaning of
humanity in this Sci-Fi Fantasy
short story. Liu takes readers into
a world of his own creation that is
comprised of part romance and a
huge dose of disaster.
"Hostile
Witness"
(The
Witness Series, Book 1) by
Rebecca Foster
A 16-year-old girl is tried

for the murder of her stepgrandfather. Her mother turns
to her former college roommate,
now a hotshot criminal defense
attorney, for help.

It doesn't make sense to pass up on
this fantastic opportunity to own
these great books. Visit Amazon.
com to snag these deals. Remember,
reading never goes out of style.

99 cents
Check out these great books
(it's literally spare change for a
good read) for 99 cents. Explore
a new author and expand your
collection:

''Amencan
.
Ido I'' vs. ''The 'vT01ce
•
''
Written by:

Saily Regueiro
"American Idol" and "The
Voice" are both reality television
shows that are all about finding the
next singing sensation of the music
world. With each show consisting
of a panel of judges, an audition
process, surprise musical guests,
and giving the home viewers an
opportunity to vote for their favorite
singers, it leaves many to wonder
what the difference is between the
two and which is better.
"American Idol" first aired in 2002
as the first singing competition show.
Soon, the show became one of the most
popular shows in American television
history. The concept .of the show is
to find a new solo recording artist
completely chosen by the public. But,
there is a panel of judges that critiques
the contestants on their performances.
The show has done what it set
out to do and that was to find great
singers and tum them into big name
stars. If it were not for "American
Idol," we would not have Kelly
Clarkson, who has sold more than 11
million albums; Carrie Underwood,
who has sold more than 12 million
albums; Academy Award winner
Jennifer Hudson, or lead singer of the
band "Daughtry" Chris Daughtry.
Ten years later, the show
continues its run and not much of its
original premise has changed aside
from gaining new judges.
However, last spring, for the

first time, "American Idol" found
itself with some competition from
the new breakout show "The Voice."
"The Voice," another singing show,
has quite a different dynamic than
"American Idol," bringing in a new
twist to an already existent idea of
televised singing.
"The Voice" consists of three
stages: the blind auditions, the battle
phase and live performance shows.
·It also has four, Grammy Award
winning recording artists, Blake
Shelton, Christina Aguilera, Cee Lo
Green and Adam Levine, who serve
as coaches to mentor and develop
their team of singing hopefuls.
The blind audition is something
new that started with "The Voice."
The idea is for the coaches to pick
contestants just by the way they
sound and not by their looks. It
forces the coaches to focus beyond
how a person looks and on the real
reason the show was created and
that is to find the next best sound in
music.
In the battle phase, coaches
have their team member battle
against each by singing the same
song together. The coaches then
choose which contestants from each
battle get to move on to the live
shows. Once in the live shows, the
audience and coaches have equal say
on which one person from each team
vies for the opportunity to win "The
Voice" and that final winner is solely
decided by the public vote.

When it comes to "American '
Idol" vs. "The Voice" the numbers
don't lie. Since the new season
of "The Voice" premiered after
the Super Bowl it has surpassed
"American
Idol"
in
ratings.
"American Idol" fell 16 percent in
the ratings since this season started.
"American Idol" attracted 15.9

million viewers with a 5.1 rating for
adults 18-49 while "The Voice" had
16 million viewers and a 6.0 rating in
the same demographic.
It is still too close to pronounce
a clear winner between these two
shows, but the ratings alone may
be an indicator of things to come.
Right now it seems both shows are

~,~~

Saturday 3.17
Florida Panthers v.
Buffalo Sabres Bank

March 13 - March 19

Atlantic Center, Sunrise,
6:30p.m.

Wednesday 3.14
Buckethead Culture Room,
Fort Lauderdale, 7:30 p.m.
/

Panthers vs. Boston Bruins Bank Atlantic
Center, Sunrise, 6:30 p.m.

American Airlines Arena, Miami, 7 p.m .

Coconut Grove, 8:30 p.m.

Young the Giant
Culture Room, Fort
Lauderdale, 7:30 p.m.

Friday 3.16
·..
Mute Math Revolution Live,
,~
Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

~

~

Sunday 3.18
Miami Heat vs. Orlando Magic

Shawn & Marlon
Wayans Miami lmprov,

Soul Asylum

Juan Luis Guerra
American Airlines Arena,
Miami, 8 p.m.

Thursday 3.15

M •.

maintaining their popularity with
the American public. In the end, will
"American Idol" be able to maintain
its high rating as America's number
one singing show or will "The
Voice," with its fresh dynamic, be
able to come out on top?

Culture Room,
Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

Monday3.19
SLAUGHTERHOUSE Revolution
Live, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m.

*listen to Radio X - WNSU 88.5 for a chance to win tickets to these events. Call (954) 262 - 8460

between 6 p.m. and ~ a.m.
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High oil prices ache the head
and the wallet··
•."'-

'-,

Written by:
Davis Yahn

.....................................
Bad news: gas prices are
projected to reach $5 this summer.
A recent article by the New York
Times has confirmed everyones
worst fears.
People will likely Jose their
minds in panic as they suddenly
realize that driving has become
reserved for the rich and famous.
Others will get into their Toyota
Prius, .· Honda Insight or other
snooty hybrid and continue life as
they normally would. But the rest
of us will be stuck at home cursing
the oil companies.
You might as well just save
your breath this summer because
this gas problem is complicated.
You may be thinking, "The
Middle East doesn't like us so gas is
up a thousand dollars." No, it turns out
that the predicted summer increase is
likely going to be very similar to the
gas price increase of 2008. Some of
you mightbe too young to remember
(get it together, freshmen) so I'll give
you a brief history.
From January through March
2008, two men and a trading
company bought, in total, 6.3
million barrels of oil (84 percent
of oil available for delivery in

·,

-.....

April 2011) to create an impression
charge of regulating future oil
speculation contracts. The CFTC
of a shortage on the New York
Mercantile Exchange, and thus, to
then determined that companies
· increase the price of oil. Then when
should still be able to buy oil but just
prices were sky high, the company,
at a smaller scale - 5 percent of the
Pamon Energy, a U.S. oil trader and
total available supply. This allowed
its affiliates, Arcadia Energy (Suisse)
companies to still make profits and
and Arcadia Petroleum (UK), sold
stabilize the market but anyone who
their contracts making more than $50
understands basic math would figure
· that if 81 different companies each
million.
own 5 percent of all the oil, there
This market manipulation
was revealed last 'summer in an
would be a problem.
investigation by the Commodity
But that isn't the biggest
Futures Trading Commission. The
problem - - the 5 percent wasn't
definite. When the bill was passed
CFTC also found that 81 percent
it seems that most people didn't
of all oil contracts are owned by
financial institutions and 19 percent
read it because it stated that the 5
by companies that actually take
percent wasn't set in stone. A lot of
control of the oil, compared to 1990
big companies like Goldman Sachs
figured this out and lobbied to get
when financial companies made
up 30 percent and when gas was
the CFTC to change the law and
99 cents a gallon. So it seems that
increase the ownership percentage.
the two rouges, James T. Dyer and
The new proposal from the CFTC
Nicolas J. Wildgoose, had found a
was 25 percent.
Commissioner of .the CFTC,
loophole that many financial firms
Bart Chilton, said last October,
were aware of and took advantage of
"There's nothing wrong with
it, making record profits.
speculators. It's when it begins to
2010
Fast
forward
to
get excessive. We've seen where you
when President Barack Obama
can have 30, 35, 40 percent plus in
implemented the Dodd-Frank, an
some markets with just one trader
act to help our economy recover
holding onto that concentration. That
from the recession, which basically
can impact markets."
ended oil speculation by financial
So 30 is too much but 25 is just
institutions and left the CFTC in
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Gas prices are projected to reach $5 this summer.

right? This reminds me of the film
"The Producers." Gene Wilider and
Zoe Mastel sell the rights to a play
to different investors who all think
they own the play. They oversell
the play 250 times over and then
try to escape with the profits. Well
that is what seems like is going on.
The U.S. government is selling the
rights to our oil to a bunch of greedy
financial firms who then make us
watch their crappy play as they and
the government exit stage right with
our money.

Speeding costs 5 percent more
gas for every ten more miles of
velocity. It may not seem like it but
that adds up and costs you in the
end. The same can be said for Wall
Street. It costs us when people make
greedy --financial decisions. In the
end we all have to pay. Make the
firms who getting rich off the backs
of Americans pay - not the other
way around.

America's prisons: They want you
Wiitten by:
Davis Yahn
The prison systems of the
U.S. are in a desperate need of
attention. Long thought of as a place
of rehabilitation and confinement,
prisons were looked at by most as a
place for individuals to pay their debt
to society and make strides towards a
better future that isn't behind bars.
Turns out this is a complete
_lie - going to prison in the U.S.
likely means going to work for
major corporations, intense suffering
and before being released back into
society. Thousands of companies
these days are pouring millions of
dollars into what could easily be
equated to slave labor.
It may seem like a decent
punishment from an outside
perspective turning an ever
increasing incarcerated population
into a working incarcerated
population - but it is actually more
like a good business model because
that it is really what all prisons are
worried about these days.
There are more than 380 million
people in the U.S. and the population
is growing. We have the third largest
population in the world, accounting
for a minuscule 4.5 percent of the
total world population. However,
we do make up for this third place
achievement with a first place
finish in terms of accounting for 25
percent of the total amount of the
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Prison call centers are just one example outsourcers taking advantage of cheap labor.

prison population in the world. We
have locked up more people than
the population of Jamaica, and the
number is growing.
You may see this figure as a
shock. Prison wardens see it as an
opportunity - a chance to make
easy money off the hard work of
others. It is a simple process that
doesn't take much effort and in the
end brings in millions of dollars.
First, get subcontracted by a major

_corporation like General Dynamics
or Lockheed Martin to supply parts
for weapons that they sell to the
U.S. and other countries. Second,
make your inmates construct these
components by penalizing them with
solitary confinement or beatings for
refusing to work. Third, pay your
"employees" change that they can
spend on "$60/hr Internet" or "$10/
min phone calls," which goes right
back into the prison's pockets. Then,

Lockheed gets "Made in America"
printed on its missiles and the warden
gets a new Bentley.
It is really despicable what
U.S. prisons have become. Prisons,
which I will remind you, are built
with federal money - your money
- are not interested in saving tax
payers anything. Instead, they are
more interested in funneling the cash
right into your pockets. Why would
prisons want to rehabilitate repeat

offenders? They are repeat business.
The real problem here isn't
the crowded prisons or the greedy
wardens; it is the effects this type
of business has on our market and
the world. Not even China or India
can compete with the wages U.S.
prisoners are paid. We are shoveling
money into an industry that is
working at its very best to take away
American jobs and it needs to stop.
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Wal-Mart: The Holy Grail of the
· free market system
Wi-itten by:

Wal-Mart: The American dream
Written by:

gonewvong

Davis Yahn"-,

'~ . ................ ... .
....................

Dean Gabriel Williams
America is exceptional, primarily because
of its free market system. Meritocracy, as the
foundation of the free market system, dictates
that one must exercise not only personal
responsibility, but passion and determination
in order to achieve success. Consumerism,
the wheel that keep the free market system
turning, is the driving force behind the success
of the free market system.
Enter Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Wal-Mart is the
paradigm of what success in corporate America
is. Wal-Mart is often targeted as aggressive
in its approach, but the truth is, Wal-Mart has
been able to maximize profits while serving a
demographic that a vast majority of corporations
exclude: the working class.
The retail giant isn't doing anything
wrong. What they've done for the free market
. system - by providing price points and
employment for America's working class makes the corporation it's Holy Grail.
On Feb . 23, "The New York Times"
reported that Wal-Mart was founded in 1962
by, now Chairman, Sam Walton, and is the
largest retailer in the United States. The
national chain discount corporation is laying
the foundation for becoming the largest global
retailer with the current purchase of Massart
Holdings - South Africa's largest chain retail
stores - for $4.2 Billion, as well as expansion
into China and Brazil, and the purchase of
ownership in retail chain corporations in Chile
and El Salvador.
Wal-Mart has been the respondent in
several lawsuits and has often found itself at
the center of national debates on immigration,
labor unions, affirmative action, education,
health care, and gender and age discrimination.
Despite political woes, Wal-Mart is thriving.
The corporation reported sales increases for
its fourth quarter, with an increase of domestic
sales of 2.4 percent and sales at stores open at
least year increased 1. 5 percent.
What would interest the general
population is that Wal-Mart actually decreased

prices and brought more than 10,000 items
-,
back to stores during the fourth quarter, which
The American dream: start a business,
resulted in a decrease in the corporation's
do well, open another and another while
fourth quarter domestic profit margin. So,
remaining successful. It may seem like a pipe
while they earned more income, the share of
dream today, but in the 1940s that is what Sam
that income that was profit for the corporation
Walton did with his variety store in Arkansas.
was dramatically less.
He built his American dream and boy did he
An ideal free enterprise system would
build it big.
consist of corporations that offer price points
Tod,ay we think of Wal~Mart in two ways:
for every type of consumer. The American
We love it or we hate it. It is usually people like
free enterprise system is designed to cater fo
myself, someone who sees through the cheap
the middle class. With the downsizing of the
prices to the questionable business practices,
middle class in the 2000s, most estimates now
who really despise it. How could anyone shop
put the working class at 40-50 percent of the
~t such a despicable store? It is people in small
American populous.
' towns like the one I came from, Spring Hill, FL,
The closest we have to a corporation that
who love them. Why wouldn't they? Someone
offers price points for the working class in
from the family works there and all their hard
America is Wal-Mart. There is no other place
earned money is spent there. ·
where the working class can shop that offers
It may seem harmless and, in most cases,
as much variety and economy as Wal-Mart. In
positive whenever a Wal-Mart comes to town .
addition, the retail giant is one of a handful of
More jobs, cheap products, what more could
corporations that have been able to achieve the
you ask for? The company goes out of its way
impossible; strike a balance between wages,
to seemingly cater to low income families by
prices and profits.
offering possibly the cheapest products you
Many might cite wages, gender
can find. In the short term, yes, the initial jobs
discrimination and work conditions as reasons
and convenience are great but just a few years
why the corporate culture at Wal-Mart needs
down the road the long term effects catch up.
to be restructured. I beg to differ. What many
Wal-Mart is notorious for destroying
fail to realize is that in the grand scheme that is
communities from the inside. Like a cancerous
the American workforce, the economy that we
growth, the chains start out seemingly harmless
knew is not going to return. Americans aren't as
innovative and inspired as they once were. Now
that the world is so interconnected, what we will
see, once we emerge from the great recession,
is one unified economy in which countries play
primary roles in this larger, connected economy.
For example, China, obviously enough, will be
To Whom It May Concern:
the world's manufacturer and America will be
the world's salesperson and manager.
I am writing in response to the Feb. 21,
With all of this being considered, if
2012 issue of The Current, with attention
your gripe is that Wal-Mart is un-ethical
to the section titled "On the Scene". This
and immoral in its business- practices, my
section asked students the question: "What
advice to you is this: stay in college and get
do you wish your Shark Card could do for
at least a Master's degree. Once the new,
you?"
unified economy emerges, if you're not wellTwo students said they wished they
educated, you'll have to work for and shop at
could use their Shark Card to get tickets to
Wal-Mart and corporations like it.
school games, and I would like to let the
students know that all NSU Athletics home
games are free with a NSU Shark Card.
This includes men's and women's soccer,

LETTERTO THE EDITOR

On,the Scene:

volleyball, men's and women's basketball,
men's & women's swimming & diving,
tennis, baseball, and softball games.
We would love for all students to
attend! If you would like more information
please go to www.nsusharks .com for the
schedule of home events . Thank you for
your time.
Go Sharks!
Jennifer Bucknell
Game Operations Assistant
Athletics Camp Coordinator

What do you think about SGA using up all of its
funding and the funding error that occurred?

"Last semester they didn't have any money to
support me when I was trying to do something
very important for [my organization] so I got
turned down. Tough for them but I don't feel sorry
for their mistake. Jean-Jacques, junior business
administration major

"As long as it doesn't affect
me, I don't care. It doesn't
personally affect me
because I don't participate
in many school activities. I
think it is good that now
clubs have to make money
that they need." Samantha
Manuel, sophomore
communications major

but quickly swells and takes out many of the
much smaller business in the area.
Not only does Wal-Mart sap businesses,
it takes away money from taxpayers. Turns
out almost everyone foots the bill for WalMart. Health insurance is not cheap and many
Americans struggle to pay for it every year,
especially Wal-Mart employees. For years
now the American public has footed the bill
for almost half of.-Wa:r-J\1art's employees who
use public-assisted health care. A study by the
City University of New York's Hunter College
Center for Community planning showed WalMart's health care program is so bad that
people opt for government aid, which is more
beneficial than the company's own policies.
This is barely the tip of the iceberg
compared to the amount of criticism that stacks
up against the corporation. The business has
all the right makings of a successful American
business. Their motto in the 90s was "Buy
American" but, today, more than 60 percent
of the products are made overseas. Wal-Mart
spends so much money overseas that if it were
a country they would spend more than Russia
or Canada.
Sam's dream of owning an all-American
store has long since been--realized. I just wish
that fulfillment was satisfaction enough. There
is no need to be dealing such dirty business to
stay in business. Perhaps it's time to slow down.

"I think the SGA needs more money. If
there are so many more clubs this year
they should be getting more money than
they did. I don't think the amount
missing was enough anyway."
Christopher Rayes, freshman busi"!ess
marketing major, management minor

"The SGA did do a lot, so it i.s
di_
s appointing that they won't
be able to do much more. They
did a lot for students this year
but I guess we will have to wait
till next year:· Nicole Navarro,
sophomore psychology major
graphic-design/theatre minor
"It is kind of sad. Nova
should really look at
their staff and review
things. I am sure that's
not the only error that
has happened."
Vittoria Santini, senior
communications major
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